If you want to know what is going on in the world, try an all-__ station
Radio often has listener call-ins to spur discussions
Techno and __ music is more popular in Europe and Asia
Howard __ is a popular shock jock who is now on Sirius radio
Rap, hip hop, R&B and reggae music can be found on __ stations
The American __ Network of TV and radio started in 1942 as AFRS
__ music often includes choirs singing in praise
Golden __ stations play music from the 1950s and 1960s
NPR stands for National __ Radio
__ Jazz artists include Kenny G, George Benson and Sergio Mendes
You can listen to the game and discuss it later on a __ radio station
__ Rock usually ranges from the late 1960s to mid 1980s
Garth Brooks and Johnny Cash were __ music stars
Dr. __ was a disc jockey who specialized in novelty songs and parodies
More radio programs and music are now broadcast in this language
NOAA All Hazards __ Radio broadcasts important information 24/7
Many local ___ produce their own radio stations for their students
Years ago, you might hear dramatic radio __, like The War of the Worlds
AT40 has been hosted by Casey Kasem, Shadoe Stevens and Ryan __
Contemporary __ artists: Amy Grant, Jars of Clay and MercyMe
Try this type of station if you like Bach, Mozart, Handel, Hayden, etc.
Easy __ stations are often heard in public for background ambiance
__ radio requires a subscription, but has fewer commercials
During wartime, radio can be used for __, like Hanoi Hannah in Vietnam
The Rush Limbaugh Show is a nationally __ radio talk show
__ Rock can include Grunge, Gothic Rock and cult groups
__ music uses synthesizers and drum machines
Adult __ radio stations play classic hits along with some newer ones

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
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